
 

Date: 19/11/2016 

Primary purpose: To recruit potential Wild Days Holiday Leaders and Greeters and extend the local contacts and  to help 
community projects share knowledge and tips on running successful wildlife projects and share knowledge and enthusiasm on 
particular key species to support.  

Aim for 40 delegates 

Additional hoped for benefits: to encourage people to join and support  our vital environmental organisations,  

Provisional Venue: Orford Sports and Recreational Club, Munday’s Lane, next to the school with a large playing field in front.  

Provisional outline of day 

12:00 - 12:15  Welcome, introduction to the event, purpose and how it fits into CCF and into wider      
   Environmental plans of Wildlife organisations—Ben McFarland 

12:15—12:30  3 - 5 minute pitches to introduce workshops and walk (Kathy, Debbie, Monika,) 

12:30 - 13:00  Signing up for work shops, looking at stalls, networking and refreshments 

13:00 - 13:30  Wildlife talk and discussion 

Try: Rodney West, Stanny Field Centre, fieldcentre@stannyfarm.org, 07807 440572. (Check number with Cathy) - talk on key 
species from his view and recent research and support projects.  

If not: 

Richard Woolnough for a talk on otters: suffolkotters@outlook.com 

Simone Bullion for a talk on small mammals: simone.bullion@suffolkwildlifetrust.org 

Ali North for a talk on Hedgehogs? Via Suffolk Wildlife Trust as she may not be allowed out of Ipswich.  

  

13:30—14:30  Workshops and Walks set one 

Suffolk Coast Greeter Angela Wright  to lead walk for up to 6 people chatting about attractions, events, art & culture, shopping 
& food and drink on the Suffolk Coast with a particular focus on Orford 

Wild Adventures on the Suffolk Coast to lead a walk for up to xxx people chatting wildlife, birds and photography  

National Trust xxxxxx to lead a walk for up to xxx people talking about Orford Ness 

Wild Days Conservation -  An hour workshop to share  and experience volunteer work party leading techniques 

Wildlife Project Planning to Delivery—An hour workshop with case studies Blyth Wood Trust and Shingle Street talking about 
their approaches and others bringing early day projects or those that have hit barriers to try to find solutions.  

 

14:30—15:30  Workshops and Walks set two (repeat) 

15.30 – 4pm   Close and networking (Ben McFarland) 

  


